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The Deltora Quest series is the collective title for three distinct series of children's fantasy books, written by
Australian author Emily Rodda.It follows the adventures of three companions as they journey across the
fictitious land of Deltora, endeavoring to recover the seven gems stolen from the magical Belt of Deltora and
defeat allies of the evil Shadow Lord.
Deltora Quest (series) - Wikipedia
Kow Otani (å¤§è°· å¹¸, ÅŒtani KÅ•, born May 1, 1957) is a Japanese music composer. He is best known for
creating the soundtracks for the Heisei Gamera trilogy, Godzilla, Mothra and King Ghidorah: Giant Monsters
All-Out Attack,Mobile Suit Gundam Wing, and Shadow of the Colossus
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